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SUMMARY

Mice navigate nearby space using their vision and
whiskers, and young mice learn to integrate these
heterogeneous inputs in perceptual space.We found
that cortical responses were depressed in the pri-
mary visual cortex of young mice after wearing a
monocular prism. This depression was uniformly
observed in the primary visual cortex and was elimi-
nated by whisker trimming or lesions in the posterior
parietal cortex. Compensatory visual map shifts of
responses elicited via the eye that had worn the
prism were also observed. As a result, cortical re-
sponses elicited via each eye were clearly separated
when a visual stimulus was placed in front of the
mice. A comparison of response areas before and
after prism wearing indicated that the map shifts
were produced by depression with spatial eccentric-
ity. Visual map shifts based on whisker-guided cues
may serve as a model for investigating the cellular
and molecular mechanisms underlying higher sen-
sory integration in the mammalian brain.

INTRODUCTION

Mice navigate their surrounding space using information derived

from their whiskers as well as visual information (Diamond et al.,

2008), and behaving mice experience coactivated visual and

whisker inputs on many occasions. Young mice with growing

body parts must learn to adjust spatial information obtained

from the eyes to the whisker input, which is processed in the bar-

rel cortex established before eye opening (O’Leary et al., 1994).

However, the mechanisms involved in achieving this are un-

known. An example of neural plasticity induced by a modified

relationship between cross-modal sensory inputs is an auditory

map shift in the superior colliculus of barn owls wearing prism

goggles (Knudsen, 2002; McBride et al., 2008). The auditory

localization cues in barn owls are the relative timing and level

of sound at both ears, and these cues are translated to localize
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the sound sources using visual information (Konishi, 2003).

Therefore, the auditory localization maps in barn owls are

strongly affected by modified alignment of visual information

caused by prism goggles (Knudsen, 2002; McBride et al.,

2008). Sound localization in auditory space is also distorted in

humans with hemianopia (Lewald et al., 2009). These results

raise the possibility that cortical responses in the primary visual

cortex (V1) of young mice could be affected by artificially uncor-

related visual and whisker inputs. In the present study, we tested

this cross-modal plasticity in young mice that wore a monocular

prism goggle.

Ocular dominance plasticity in V1 is induced by unbalanced

binocular inputs during monocular deprivation (MD) in the early

critical period (Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Hensch, 2005; Tohmi

et al., 2006) and later periods (Sawtell et al., 2003; Tagawa

et al., 2005). Artificially uncorrelated binocular inputs caused

by strabismus induce other types of ocular dominance plas-

ticity, such as a reduction in the number of binocularly driven

neurons and amblyopia (Maffei and Bisti, 1976; Zhang et al.,

2005; Sengpiel et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2010). Ocular domi-

nance plasticity is induced only in the binocular region of V1

(V1B). However, although a form of intrinsic plasticity is present

in the monocular region of V1 (V1M) throughout the critical

period, it is only transiently expressed at the onset of the critical

period in V1B (Nataraj and Turrigiano, 2011). Reduced visual

input induces a certain type of cross-modal plasticity in which

neurons in V1B and V1M are driven by nonvisual sensory inputs

(Bavelier and Neville, 2002; Van Brussel et al., 2011). Therefore,

another type of cross-modal plasticity may be induced in V1B

and V1M, when visual input is uncorrelated to whisker input

in young mice.

In carnivores and primates, V1 neurons transmit specific infor-

mation to higher visual areas, which are divided into dorsal

pathways that are specialized to process motion and spatial

relationships, and ventral pathways that are specialized to pro-

cess detailed shapes and patterns in an image (Van Essen and

Gallant, 1994). The dorsal pathways are connected to the poste-

rior parietal cortex (PPC), where visual information is integrated

with somatosensory information for recognition of the space

around the subject (Andersen, 1997; Maravita et al., 2003). The

PPC also plays an important role in spatial working memory
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Figure 1. Prism-Induced Cortical Depression in V1B and V1M

(A) Cortical responses elicited by LED stimuli in V1B (upper panels) and V1M

(lower panels) via the left eye, which had worn the prism goggle (left panels) or

via the right, naive eye (right panels). The inset shows the prism goggle

attached to the head of a mouse (‘‘R’’ shows the imaged area). Cortical re-

sponses elicited via the left eye were depressed compared with those elicited

via the right eye.

(B) Response amplitudes in DF/F0 (mean and SEM) in the contralateral V1B

(cV1B), ipsilateral V1B (iV1B), and contralateral V1M.

(C) Field potential recordings at the center of the response area identified by

imaging. Arrowheads represent stimulus onset. Responses elicited via the left

eye (blue traces) were depressed comparedwith those elicited via the right eye

(black traces).

(D) Response amplitudes of field potentials. The images and traces shown in

(A) and (C), respectively, were obtained from a representative animal. Group

data are shown in (B) and (D).

See also Figure S1.
(Harvey et al., 2012). In mice, V1 neurons are characterized by

the absence of functional clustering with respect to orientation

preference (Ohki et al., 2005) or ocular dominance (Mrsic-Flogel

et al., 2007). However, recent studies using two-photon micro-

scopy have revealed the presence of dorsal and ventral path-

ways in mice (Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011).

Therefore, visual information mediated via the dorsal pathways

of mice may be conveyed to the PPC and integrated with so-

matosensory information in a cross-modal association area of

the PPC (Pinto-Hamuy et al., 2004; Rogers and Kesner, 2007;

Torrealba and Valdés, 2008; Wang et al., 2011; Olcese et al.,

2013). Therefore, PPC may play essential roles in the cross-

modal cortical plasticity in V1. In the present study, we also

tested this possibility.
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RESULTS

Prism-Induced Cortical Depression in V1B and V1M
We produced an artificial misalignment between whisker and

visual inputs in a mouse using a monocular prism goggle

that bent the path of light by 30� (Figure 1A, inset). This goggle

was attached to the head of a 4-week-old mouse for 5–7 days.

After the mouse was anesthetized with urethane (1.6 g/kg, i.p.)

and the goggle was removed, cortical responses in V1 to LED

stimuli were recorded by transcranial flavoprotein fluores-

cence imaging (Tohmi et al., 2006). Cortical responses in

V1B were elicited by LED stimuli, placed at 0� in the horizontal

plane, via the left eye, which had worn the prism (Figure 1A,

upper left panel). These responses were significantly

depressed compared with those elicited via the right, naive

eye (Figure 1A, upper right). The cortical responses in V1M

to LED stimuli placed at 90� on the left side of the mouse

(Figure 1A, left lower) were similarly depressed compared

with the cortical responses to LED stimuli on the right side

(Figure 1A, lower right). The amplitudes of the cortical

responses in DF/F0 to each eye were measured in the contra-

lateral V1B, ipsilateral V1B, and contralateral V1M. These re-

sults indicate that prism-induced depression was induced in

V1M as well as in V1B (Figure 1B). To confirm the findings ob-

tained by flavoprotein fluorescence imaging, we made a small

hole in the skull over the fluorescence response areas and re-

corded field potentials through a glass micropipette inserted

into the response center, at which a local DF/F0 change was

maximal, to a depth of 400 mm from the pial surface. Field

potential traces (Figure 1C) showed that the prism-induced

cortical depression was also observed as changes in field

potential amplitudes (Figure 1D).

We further investigated the properties of prism-induced

cortical depression in V1. The cortical fluorescence responses

to grating patterns were also depressed after prism wearing

(Figures S1A and S1B). No cortical depression was found

when the prism goggle was attached to the heads of mice for

7 days between 6 and 7 weeks of age (Figure S1C), indicating

the presence of a critical period comparable to that of ocular

dominance plasticity after MD (Gordon and Stryker, 1996;

Hensch, 2005; Tohmi et al., 2006). However, ocular dominance

plasticity after MD was observed only in V1B (for example, see

Figure S1D), indicating that the two types of cortical plasticity

are different from each other.

Role of Whiskers in Prism-Induced Cortical Depression
The prism-induced cortical depression in the present study

might be produced by the abnormal visual experience alone

rather than by visuotactile spatial misalignment. To exclude

this possibility, we deprived the mice of sensory information

obtained via the whiskers by trimming the whiskers (Figure 2A,

inset). No apparent prism-induced cortical depression was

found in mice with trimmed whiskers (Figures 2A and 2B), sug-

gesting that sensory information obtained via the whiskers

played an essential role in inducing the prism-induced cortical

depression. In contrast, ocular dominance plasticity after MD

was found in mice with trimmed whiskers (Figures 2C and 2D)

and visual responses were not clearly affected by whisker
hors



Figure 3. Effects of PPC Lesioning on Prism-Induced Cortical

Depression

(A) The lesioned cortical site (red spot with ‘‘++’’) that significantly suppressed

the prism-induced cortical depression in 19 mice. Nearby sites were tested at

1 mm intervals with no effect (green spot with ‘‘�’’ in eight mice) or mild

suppression (yellow and pink spots with ‘‘±’’ in three mice each).

(B) Schematic drawing of the effective lesion in a coronal section.

(C) Cortical responses after prism wearing in mice with bilateral PPC lesions

(red spots). No prism-induced depression was found.

(D) Response amplitudes in V1B and V1M after prism wearing. The lesion was

made in the right hemispheres of 12mice and both hemispheres of seven other

mice. Since no apparent difference was found between them, the data were

mixed.

(E) Cortical responses after MD in mice with bilateral PPC lesions (red spots).

(F) Response amplitudes in V1B and V1M after MD.

See also Figure S3.

Figure 2. Effects of Whisker Trimming on Prism-Induced Cortical

Depression

(A) Cortical responses in micewith trimmedwhiskers after prismwearing. Inset

shows schematic drawing of the experiment. The prism goggle failed to induce

cortical depression in V1.

(B) Response amplitudes in V1B and V1M after prism wearing.

(C) Cortical responses in mice with trimmed whiskers after MD. The inset

shows a schematic drawing of the experiment. MD induced cortical depres-

sion in V1B.

(D) Response amplitudes in V1B and V1M after MD.

See also Figure S2.
trimming alone (Figures S2A and S2B), indicating that whisker

trimming had no direct effect on the visual responses in V1.

Similar depression was also induced by spatial misalignment

between curled whiskers and a naive eye, and the response

area, in which DF/F0 was larger than half the maximal amplitude,

was significantly reduced compared with that of the contralateral

side (Figures S2C–S2F). These findings strongly suggest that

visuotactile spatial misalignment, rather than abnormal visual

information, was responsible for inducing the prism-induced

cortical depression in response area sizes as well as in response

amplitudes.

Role of Higher Cortical Areas in Prism-Induced Cortical
Depression
The contribution of whisker input to the induction of prism-

induced cortical depression indicates that whisker input was

mediated to V1. However, the pathways are unknown. The

whisker input might be projected directly to V1, or integrated
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with visual input in a visuotactile area of the PPC (Pinto-Hamuy

et al., 2004; Rogers and Kesner, 2007; Torrealba and Valdés,

2008; Olcese et al., 2013). We tested the latter possibility by pro-

ducing small electrical lesions in various cortical sites around the

PPC at 1 mm intervals (Figures 3A and 3B) and investigated the

effects of prism wearing in these mice. When the lesion was

made bilaterally or ipsilaterally at 2 mm posterior and 1 mm

lateral to the bregma (red spot in Figure 3A), the prism-induced

cortical depression was almost completely abolished (Figures

3C and 3D). After lesioning at 2 mm posterior and 2 mm lateral

to the bregma (green spot in Figure 3A), depression of the
ports 5, 1365–1374, December 12, 2013 ª2013 The Authors 1367



Figure 4. Retinotopic Map Shifts in V1 after Prism Wearing

(A) Cortical responses in the right V1 of a control mouse elicited by LED stimuli

placed between 0� and 100� at 20� intervals in the left horizontal plane. The

uppermost panel shows the original fluorescence image with red spots at the

response centers. The dotted line represents the midline of the superior

sagittal sinus. Lower panels show each visual response and the circular

window (diameter: 20 pixels) at which DF/F0 was maximal.

(B) Cortical responses in the right V1 of a mouse that had worn the prism

goggle.

(C) Comparison of response locations between control mice andmice that had

worn the prism goggle. The mediolateral location was measured as the hori-

zontal distance from the midline of the superior sagittal sinus. The ante-

roposterior location was measured as the vertical distance from the center of

the responses elicited by LED placed at 0�.
See also Figure S4.
cortical responses elicited via the left eye normalized to those eli-

cited via the right eye was clearly observed (normalized ampli-

tudes in V1M: 48% ± 13%, mean ± SEM, n = 8; contralateral

V1B: 47% ± 10%; ipsilateral V1B: 72% ± 29%). After lesioning

at 3 mm posterior and 1 mm lateral (yellow spot in Figure 3A),

the depression was mild (V1M: 67% ± 18%, n = 3; contralateral

V1B: 78% ± 6%; ipsilateral V1B: 54% ± 11%). After lesioning at

1 mm posterior and 1 mm lateral (pink spot in Figure 3A), the

depression was also mild or absent (V1M: 76% ± 18%, n = 3;
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contralateral V1B: 77% ± 7%; ipsilateral V1B: 110% ± 9%).

Ocular dominance plasticity after MD was not abolished by the

lesions (Figures 3E and 3F), indicating that the local neural cir-

cuits in V1 were not directly impaired by the lesions.

Clustered protocadherins are neuron-specific cell adhesion

molecules (Kohmura et al., 1998; Yagi, 2013), and cortico-

cortical pathways between the primary somatosensory cortices

in both hemispheres are impaired in protocadherin-a constant

region knockout (Pcdh-a KO) mice (Yamashita et al., 2012).

Since cortico-cortical pathways involving the PPC are likely to

play a critical role in visuotactile sensory association, we tested

prism-induced depression in Pcdh-a KO mice (Figure S3).

Whereas prism-induced depression was not observed (Figures

S3A and S3B), ocular dominance plasticity was induced by

MD (Figures S3C and S3D). Orientation/direction selectivity of

V1 neurons was apparently normal in Pcdh-a KO mice (Figures

S3E–S3G). At present, it is unknown how Pcdh-a is involved in

the induction of prism-induced cortical depression. However,

similarities in phenotypes between mice with PPC lesions and

Pcdh-a KO mice suggest that Pcdh-a might be required for

PPC functions.

Prism-Induced Map Shifts in V1
Cortical depression in V1 alone cannot eliminate a visuotactile

spatial misalignment between visual and whisker inputs. How-

ever, skewed depression or shrinkage of the response area

with spatial eccentricity and the resulting map shifts may

alleviate the visuotactile spatial misalignment. To test this possi-

bility, we investigated the location of visual responses elicited by

LED stimuli placed in the left horizontal plane between 0� and

100� at 20� intervals in control mice and mice that had worn

the prism goggle (Figures 4A and 4B). These results suggested

a more or less uniform medial shift of cortical responses in V1B

and V1M of mice that had worn the prism goggle (Figure 4C).

In contrast, the acute optical effects of prism wearing were

heterogeneous on V1 (Figures S4A–S4C). The areas that were

originally responsive to stimuli shown between �10� and 30�

received visual inputs shifted by 30�. However, the areas that

were responsive to stimuli shown at R80� received direct visual

inputs that were not disturbed by the prism. The areas that were

originally responsive to stimuli between 30� and 80� could not be

stimulated via the prism, indicating that they received only

diffuse visual inputs through the rough surface of the prism.

We also investigated the relationship between the map shift dis-

tance and the magnitude of the depression, and found a positive

correlation between these two parameters (Figure S4D).

Effects Produced by Prism Wearing in V1B and V1M
Ocular dominance columns have not been found in V1B of mice

(Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007). However, uniform medial shifts of

visual responses in the wide areas including V1B suggest the

possibility that separation of visual responses elicited via each

eye could be produced in V1B after prism wearing. In a control

mouse, visual responses elicited via each eye were located in

almost the same areas in V1B (Figure 5A). However, the re-

sponses were clearly separated in V1B of mice that had worn

the prism goggle (Figure 5B). The horizontal distance between

visual responses elicited via each eye was significantly larger
hors



Figure 5. Separation of Visual Responses Elicited via Each Eye in

V1B after Prism Wearing

(A) Visual responses stimulated by LED stimuli at 0� via the contralateral eye

and the ipsilateral eye in the right V1B of a control mouse. The circular windows

(diameter: 10 pixels), at which DF/F0 was maximal, are superimposed on the

original fluorescence image in the uppermost panel. This diameter was

selected to localize the visual responses elicited via the ipsilateral eye pre-

cisely.

(B) Visual responses stimulated via the contralateral eye and the ipsilateral eye

in the right V1B of a mouse that had worn the prism goggle.

(C) Locations of the responses elicited via the contralateral eye relative to

those of the responses elicited via the ipsilateral eye in control mice and mice

that had worn the prism goggle.

See also Figure S5.
in mice that had worn the prism goggle compared with control

mice (Figure 5C). These results clearly indicate that ocular domi-

nance column-like structures may be formed even in mice under

certain environmental conditions.

V1M areas that responded to stimuli at 90� in the horizontal

plane showed depression of visual responses after prism wear-

ing, and this depression is apparently similar to amblyopia in

strabismus (Maffei and Bisti, 1976; Zhang et al., 2005; Sengpiel
Cell Re
et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2010). Therefore, reduced visual acuity

in V1M could be produced, although these areas did not receive

abnormal visual inputs disturbed by the prism. We tested this

possibility by investigating the flavoprotein fluorescence

responses to grating patterns of various spatial frequencies

(Figure S5). The results clearly indicated that reduced visual acu-

ity was produced in a part of V1M that had received normal visual

inputs.

Comparison of Response Areas before and after Prism
Wearing in the Same Mice
The positive correlation between the map shift distance and the

magnitude of the depression (Figure S4D) suggests that both

changes were intimately related to each other. If visual re-

sponses are depressed with spatial eccentricity after prism

wearing,map shifts can be produced as a result. To test this pos-

sibility, we designed a monocular prism goggle that produced a

clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of the path of light to

V1M by 20� (Figure 6A), and compared the precise response

area in V1M before and after prism wearing in the same mice.

To determine the response areas, we investigated periodic visual

responses to LED stimuli repeated at 0.25 Hz by performing a

Fourier analysis of the imaged signals (Kalatsky and Stryker,

2003). Mice were anesthetized with a mixture of urethane and

pentobarbital (0.6 g/kg and 30 mg/kg, i.p., respectively) for

reproducible recording and quick recovery afterward. The

response center, which was defined as the location of the pixel

with the maximal DF/F0, did not shift on the surface of V1 after

clockwise prismwearing for 1 week, judging from the relative po-

sition of the response center to nearby blood vessels (Figures 6B

and 6C). Therefore, the resting eye position in anesthetized mice

was unlikely to shift after clockwise prism wearing. However, the

lateral (but not the medial) margin of the responsive area, at

which the half-maximal DF/F0 was recorded, shrunk by approx-

imately 0.3 mm (Figures 6B–6D). In contrast, the medial (but

not the lateral) margin of the responsive area shrunk by approx-

imately 0.2 mm after counterclockwise prism wearing (Figures

6E–6G). Since no comparable change was found in mice that

did not wear a goggle (Figures S6A–S6C), we concluded that

the skewed shrinkage of the response area was not a result of

normal development, but was artificially induced by the visuo-

tactile spatial misalignment. A shift by 20� in the visual field cor-

responds to a shift of approximately 0.3 mm in the retinotopic

map of V1 (Tohmi et al., 2006), so the shrinkage found in the

present study compensated for a small but substantial part of

the visuotactile spatial misalignment produced by prism wear-

ing. The skewed changes in the response areas after prismwear-

ing strongly suggest that the map shifts are nothing more than a

prism-induced cortical depression with spatial eccentricity.

DISCUSSION

Flavoprotein Fluorescence Imaging
The present study was performed with the use of transcranial

flavoprotein fluorescence imaging (Tohmi et al., 2009). Flavo-

protein fluorescence signals are resistant to photobleaching

(Kubota et al., 2008) and are proportional to the amplitudes

of neural activity, as shown in Figures 1B and 1D and in
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Figure 6. Comparison of Visual Responses

before and after Prism Wearing in the

Same Mice

(A) Prism goggle attached to the head of mice for

7 days between 4 weeks and 5 weeks of age. This

goggle was designed to produce a clockwise or

counterclockwise rotation of the light path to V1M

by 20�.
(B) Original image (upper panel) and image of DF/

F0 obtained by Fourier analysis (lower panel)

before wearing the prism goggle that produced a

clockwise rotation of the light path to V1M by 20�.
The pixel with the maximal DF/F0 is marked with a

black spot with or without a circle, and pixels with

half the maximal DF/F0 are marked with black dots

in the lower panel and green dots in the upper

panel. Blue dots in the upper panel represent the

pixels with half the maximal DF/F0 after prism

wearing in the same mouse. The white rectangles

in the lower panel show the medial (M) and lateral

margins (L) of the response area, measured within

0.3 mm including the pixel with themaximalDF/F0.

(C) Original image (upper panel) and image of DF/

F0 obtained by Fourier analysis (lower panel) after

prism wearing in the same mouse.

(D) Medial and lateral margins of the response area

before and after prism wearing.

(E) Original image (upper panel) and image of DF/

F0 obtained by Fourier analysis (lower panel)

before wearing the prism goggle that produced a

counterclockwise rotation of the light path to V1M

by 20�.
(F) Original image (upper panel) and image of DF/

F0 obtained by Fourier analysis (lower panel) after

prism wearing in the same mouse.

(G)Medial and lateral margins of the response area

before and after prism wearing.

See also Figure S6.
previous studies (Tohmi et al., 2006; Llano et al., 2009). Prism-

induced depression was detected as changes in the activity of

numerous V1 neurons. Two-photon calcium imaging (for

example, see Figures S3E–S3G) might reveal the properties

of many individual neurons at once. However, the magnitude

of the calcium signals, which are strongly affected by the local

distribution of calcium indicators, cannot be directly compared

between different mice. We used flavoprotein fluorescence im-

aging in this study because the results obtained with this

method can be compared between different mice, as shown

in previous studies (Takahashi et al., 2006; Tohmi et al., 2006;

Wang et al., 2009; Komagata et al., 2011; Yamashita et al.,

2012).
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The prism-induced cortical depression

could be observed as a shrinkage of the

response area, as well as a reduction in

response amplitudes. We compared

cortical activity in V1 before and after

prism wearing in the same mice, as

described in our previous study with re-

gard to ocular dominance plasticity after

MD (Tohmi et al., 2006). However, we
could not find the prism-induced depression in mice recovered

from urethane anesthesia. This is probably because the prism-

induced depression and map shifts require frequent mismatch-

ing between whisker and visual inputs during spatial navigation,

although such mismatching only happened rarely in groggy and

inactive mice recovered from urethane anesthesia. Therefore,

we improved the previous technique in three ways. First, mice

were anesthetized with a mixture of urethane and pentobarbital

because this allowed them to recover from the anesthesia

more quickly. Second, Fourier image analysis (Kalatsky and

Stryker, 2003) was adopted so that imaging experiments could

be completed within 20 min. Third, the periosteum covering

the skull was kept intact to maintain the transparency of the skull



during the whole course of the experiments. These improve-

ments allowed us to compare the precise response areas in V1

before and after prism wearing in the same mice. The present

findings clearly indicate that the improved method is a useful

technique for demonstrating even slight experience-dependent

shifts in the distribution of cortical activity in mice.

Comparison of Two Types of Cortical Plasticity in V1
after Prism Wearing or MD
The prism-induced cortical depression in the present study is

different from ocular dominance plasticity after MD in several

ways. First, prism-induced cortical depression was observed in

V1M as well as in V1B, and binocular interactions are unlikely

to be responsible for the prism-induced depression in V1M.

The contribution of binocular interactions in V1B is also unlikely,

since the prism-induced depression was abolished by whisker

trimming in V1B as well as in V1M. Another unique property of

the prism-induced depression is that it was blocked by lesions

in a visuotactile association area in the PPC. The lesion that

effectively blocked the prism-induced cortical depression was

located in an area that is involved in spatial learning in rodents

(Pinto-Hamuy et al., 2004; Rogers and Kesner, 2007; Torrealba

and Valdés, 2008; Harvey et al., 2012). The critical period for

the prism-induced depression was similar to that found for

ocular dominance plasticity after MD, suggesting that bothmight

share a part of the mechanisms and neural circuits. However, we

found that the prism-induced depression (but not ocular domi-

nant plasticity) after MD was abolished in Pcdh-a KO mice. In

Pcdh-a KO mice, distribution of serotonergic fibers is abnormal

(Katori et al., 2009). Although serotonergic fibers are required for

developmental plasticity in V1 (Gu and Singer, 1995), ocular

dominance plasticity after MD was found in mice with PPC le-

sions and in Pcdh-a KO mice, indicating that the serotonin level

in V1 of these mice was sufficient to induce developmental plas-

ticity. However, the formation of cortico-cortical pathways,

which are likely to play a critical role in visuotactile sensory asso-

ciation, is impaired between the bilateral somatosensory

cortices of Pcdh-a KO mice (Yamashita et al., 2012). Finally,

cortical depression, map shifts, and reduced visual acuity were

observed after prism wearing in a part of V1M that had not

received the abnormal visual inputs that are usually required

for the induction of notable developmental plasticity in V1. These

unique properties of cortical plasticity after prismwearing clearly

indicate that it is a type of developmental plasticity in V1.

Possible Modification of V1 Circuits in Prism-Induced
Cortical Plasticity
Inhibitory neurons of specific types play critical roles in specific

V1 functions (Wilson et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012), including

ocular dominance plasticity after MD (Maffei et al., 2006;

Yazaki-Sugiyama et al., 2009). The critical period of ocular domi-

nance plasticity is mainly determined by the functional matura-

tion of inhibitory synapses (Hensch, 2005; Katagiri et al., 2007;

Maffei et al., 2010), and the prism-induced cortical depression

showed a critical period similar to that of ocular dominance

plasticity after MD. Inhibitory neurons in V1 are partly driven by

feedback input that originates from higher areas (Dong et al.,

2004; Burkhalter, 2008). Therefore, time-locked visual input
Cell Re
and feedback input to inhibitory neurons in V1 could induce

cortical depression during prism wearing. However, simple

depression alone cannot explain the map shifts, and some

morphological changes of neural circuits might be induced after

prismwearing, as reported in a study of auditorymap plasticity in

the barn owl (McBride et al., 2008). Neurons in the lateral genic-

ulate nuclei (LGN) project onto V1, and experience-dependent

pruning of the axonal arbor in LGN neurons is induced during

the critical period of ocular dominance plasticity (Antonini and

Stryker, 1993; Hata et al., 1999). Strabismus mimicked by prism

wearing induced shrinkage in LGN neurons in young monkeys

(Crawford and von Noorden, 1996), suggesting that axonal prun-

ing of LGNneuronsmight be induced by prismwearing. In kittens

wearing prism goggles, the distribution of optimal disparities in

V1B neurons shifted in a direction that would tend to compen-

sate for the prism-induced disparity (Shlaer, 1971; Shinkman

et al., 1992). Therefore, the map shifts observed in the present

study can also be explained by selective axonal pruning of

LGN neurons.

Prism-Induced Cortical Plasticity in Mice and Prism
Adaptation in Other Species
Visually guided reaching toward a target is disturbed when the

visual field is shifted by prism wearing, but the reaching perfor-

mance recovers with practice (prism adaptation; Harris, 1965).

Prism adaptation involves short-term sensorimotor plasticity

and long-term reorganization in the neural representation of

space, and the PPC is responsible for these changes (Harris,

1965; Newport et al., 2006; Vesia et al., 2006; Luauté et al.,

2009). In monkeys that wore reversing prism goggles for a few

months, V1M neurons began to respond to stimuli presented

not only in the contralateral visual field but also in the ipsilateral

field, indicating that prism adaptation is mediated, at least in

part, by a functional reorganization in V1 (Sugita, 1996; Tanaka

et al., 2007). Prism adaptation has been extensively investigated

as a rehabilitation tool for adult subjects with spatial neglect

(Rossetti et al., 1998; Frassinetti et al., 2002; Nijboer et al.,

2011); however, no cortical depression or map shifts in V1

have been reported in human subjects.Whiskers played a critical

role in the prism-induced plasticity of mice during the critical

period, whereas other prism adaptations were observed even

in adults with no whiskers. Regardless of these differences,

both prism adaption and the prism-induced plasticity in V1

include long-term reorganization in the neural representation of

space, suggesting that both could share a part of the underlying

neural circuits in the PPC.

Possible Visuotactile Association Area in the PPC
The PPC in rodents includes the anteromedial (AM), anterior (A),

and rostrolateral (RL) visual areas (Torrealba and Valdés, 2008;

Wang et al., 2011). These areas adjacent to V1 receive retinotopi-

cally organized synaptic inputs from V1 (Wang and Burkhalter,

2007) and are driven by visual input (Tohmi et al., 2009;

Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011). Neurons in RL

also respond to somatosensory stimuli (Olcese et al., 2013).

In flavoprotein fluorescence imaging, visual responses in

these areas appear in the peripheral part of V1, and no gap sep-

arates these responses from V1 responses (Tohmi et al., 2009).
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However, the lesioned site that most effectively blocked the

prism-induced cortical depression in the present study was

clearly separated from V1 activity, with a substantial gap of no

activity (Figure 3), indicating that the lesion was in the mediome-

dial (MM) visual area located between the AM area and the retro-

splenial cortex (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Wang et al., 2011).

Therefore, the MM area is one of the most likely areas for detect-

ing visuotactile spatial misalignment in mice. Focal injuries are

accompanied by a reorganization of the adjacent neuronal net-

works (Imbrosci et al., 2010), and the functional properties of

MM neurons are not well known at present. The diameter of

the lesioned site in the present study was approximately 1 mm,

and some damage may have been produced in the retrosplenial

cortex, which is related to spatial navigation in rodents (Cooper

and Mizumori, 2001; Harker and Whishaw, 2002). The lesioned

site in the present study is also very close to the area related

to spatial working memory (Harvey et al., 2012). Furthermore,

possible impairment of the visual information flow via the dorsal

pathways to the retrosplenial cortex might be responsible for the

impaired prism-induced cortical depression after MM lesioning.

Regardless of these limitations in the lesion experiments, the

prism-induced cortical depression may serve as a simple

experimental model for elucidating the cellular and molecular

mechanisms underlying cross-modal sensory functions in the

mammalian brain.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The ethics committee of Niigata University approved the experimental proto-

cols used in this study. C57BL/6 mice were used.

Imaging Experiments

For conventional imaging experiments, mice were anesthetized with urethane

(1.6 g/kg, i.p.). Throughout the recordings, rectal temperature was kept at 38�C
using a silicon rubber heater. The head of each mouse was fixed using a ste-

reotaxic frame (SG-4; Narishige). Surgical procedures were conducted under

sterile conditions. After subcutaneous injection of bupivacaine (AstraZeneca),

disinfected skin was incised and the skull above V1 of both hemispheres was

exposed. The surface of the intact skull was covered with a mixture of liquid

paraffin and Vaseline to prevent drying and to keep the skull transparent.

Surgical procedures were usually finished within 20 min. An additional dose

of urethane (0.2 g/kg, s.c.) was administered when necessary. At the end of

the imaging experiments, the mice were killed with an overdose of pentobar-

bital (i.p.).

Imaging was started about 1 hr after administration of urethane. Cortical

images (128 3 168 pixels after binning) of endogenous green fluorescence

(l = 500–550 nm) in blue light (l = 450–490 nm) were recorded in the area

including V1 of both hemispheres at nine frames/s by a cooled CCD camera

system (Aquacosmos system with an ORCA-ER camera; Hamamatsu Pho-

tonics). The camera was attached to a binocular epifluorescence microscope

with a 75 W xenon light source (MZ FL III; Leica Microsystems). Fluorescence

images were obtained in a recording session, during which the mice were

given visual stimuli in trials repeated at 20 s intervals. Images elicited by a

particular stimulus were averaged over 24 trials. Spatial moving averaging in

areas of 53 5 pixels was used to improve image quality. Images were normal-

ized, pixel by pixel, with respect to a reference image, which was obtained by

averaging five images acquired immediately before stimulation. The normal-

ized images are shown in a pseudocolor scale representing relative fluores-

cence changes (DF/F0). The response amplitude at 0.6–1.0 s after stimulus

onset was evaluated as values of DF/F0 in a square window of 103 10 pixels.

The location of the window was determined by a computer program, so that

the response amplitude in DF/F0 was maximal. The location of a visual

response was determined as that of a circular window (diameter: 10 or
1372 Cell Reports 5, 1365–1374, December 12, 2013 ª2013 The Aut
20 pixels) at which DF/F0 was maximal. The sizes of the response area, in

which DF/F0 was larger than half the maximal amplitude, were also measured.

During the recording experiments, stimulated eyes were opened until the

entire pupil was exposed. Corneas were repeatedly covered with saline

throughout the experiments to prevent drying.

Visual Stimulation

As a visual stimulus, we used a red LED (l, 613 nm; diameter, 3 mm; TLSH160

[F]; Toshiba), which was placed 30 cm away from the mouse in the horizontal

plane. The LED was turned on for 1 s in each trial, and only on-responses were

investigated. One of the two eyes was covered to enable stimulation of the

uncovered eye only. LED stimuli were presented in front of the mice (0�) to
stimulate responses in V1B, and on the left or right side of the mice (90�) to
stimulate responses in V1M. When the fine locations of visual responses

were investigated, the LED stimuli were placed between 0� and 100� at 20� in-
tervals. As a second type of stimulus, moving grating patterns were produced

by a visual stimulus generator (ViSaGe; Cambridge Research System) and

shown on a liquid crystal display (20� 3 20�) placed 30 cm away from the

mice. To avoid perturbation of fluorescence measurements using blue and

green lights, the surface of the monitor was covered with a filter passing red

light with l > 600 nm (Sharp Cut Filter; Kenko). Moving grating patterns of

0.2 cycle/� with a square wave contrast and speed at 5�/s were presented

for 1 s in each trial. One of the eight directions at 45� intervals from 0� to

360� was randomly selected in each trial, and the results were averaged.

Field Potential Recording

Field potentials were recorded in seven mice after imaging experiments. A

glass micropipette filled with a 2 M NaCl solution (1 MU) was used as the

recording electrode. A small hole was made in the skull above the response

center identified by imaging experiments, and the tip of the electrode was in-

serted to a depth of 400 mm from the pial surface. The field potentials recorded

in 100 trials were averaged.

Fourier Image Analysis

To determine the shifts of visual response areas in V1 after prism wearing, we

performed Fourier image analysis twice at an interval of 1 week in the same

mice (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003). A mixture of urethane and pentobarbital

(0.6 g/kg and 30 mg/kg, i.p., respectively) was used to ensure quick recovery

from anesthesia. Fradiomycin (Mochida Pharmaceutical) and ampicillin (Meiji

Seika Pharma) were used to avoid infection. The periosteum covering the skull

above V1 was kept intact, and the surface was covered with a transparent

wrapping film to prevent drying during recording experiments. Imaging was

started 20 min after administration of the mixture of urethane and pentobar-

bital, and finished within 20 min. A red LED placed at 90� on the left side of

the mice was turned on for 1 s at 0.25 Hz between 100 and 200 times. The

signal amplitude inDF/F0modulated at 0.25 Hzwas extracted in each pixel us-

ing Fourier analysis. The response center, at which the maximal DF/F0 was re-

corded, and the margin of the response area, at which the half-maximal DF/F0
was recorded, were determined by a computer program. After the first imaging

session (performed at 4 weeks of age) was finished, the transparent wrapping

film was removed and a prism goggle was attached to the mouse’s skull. The

skin covering the skull was sutured before the mouse recovered from anes-

thesia. After the second imaging session (performed at 5 weeks of age) was

finished, the mice were killed with an overdose of pentobarbital.

Procedures for Modulating Cortical Plasticity

Surgical procedures to produce cortical plasticity or cortical lesions were

conducted in mice under anesthesia with pentobarbital (60 mg/kg, i.p.).

Fradiomycin and ampicillin were used to avoid infection. A clear acryl prism

goggle weighing 0.6 g was attached to the skull with acrylic dental resin (Super

bond; Sun Medical). When MD was performed, the skin around one eye was

disinfected with 70% alcohol. Eyelids were sutured with a fine surgical nylon

thread (diameter: 0.23 mm; Mani). During MD, the mice were checked daily

to ensure that their eyes remained closed and uninfected. An ophthalmic so-

lution containing levofloxacin (5 mg/ml; Santen Pharmaceutical) was applied

to the sutured eye every day. A cortical lesion wasmade by passing direct cur-

rents (0.2 mA, 1 s) through a metal electrode, the tip of which was inserted into
hors



the cortex to a depth of 0.5mm from the surface through a hole in the skull. The

hole was sealed with acrylic dental resin after the lesion was made.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical significances in the data were analyzed using StatView software

(SAS Institute). Paired data obtained from the same mice were evaluated by

the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Unpaired data obtained from different mice

were evaluated by the Mann-Whitney U test. Only p values < 0.05 are shown.
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